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Abstract—User-contributed or crowd-sourced information is becoming increasingly common. In this paper, we consider the specific

case of participatory sensing whereby people contribute information captured by sensors, typically those on a smartphone, and share

the information with others. We propose a new metric called quality of contributed service (QCS) which characterizes the information

quality and timeliness of a specific real-time sensed quantity achieved in a participatory manner. Participatory sensing has the problem

that contributions are sporadic and infrequent. To overcome this, we formulate a market-based framework for participatory sensing with

plausible models of the market participants comprising data contributors, service consumers and a service provider. We analyze the

market equilibrium and obtain a closed form expression for the resulting QCS at market equilibrium. Next, we examine the effects of

realistic behaviors of the market participants and the nature of the market equilibrium that emerges through extensive simulations. Our

results show that, starting from purely random behavior, the market and its participants can converge to the market equilibrium with

good QCS within a short period of time.

Index Terms—Mobile computing, participatory sensing, network economics, incentive

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

USER-CONTRIBUTED or crowd-sourced information is
becoming increasingly common. Together with the

rise of social media, they are increasingly being relied on as
alternative sources of information that supplement, or in
some instances even replace, traditional information chan-
nels. One specific aspect of user-contributed or crowd-
sourced information is participatory sensing whereby peo-
ple contribute information captured by sensors, typically
those on a smartphone, and share the information with
other users or a service provider (SP). The vast penetration
of smartphones with a variety of built-in sensors such as
GPS, accelerometer and camera amongst the population cre-
ates the potential of dense high-quality participatory sens-
ing and makes it an appealing alternative to deployed
sensors for large-scale data collection [1], [2].

There are several examples of smartphone applications
that harness user-contributed data. Waze [3] is a commu-
nity-based traffic and navigation application that enable
drivers to share real-time traffic and road information in a
particular area with other drivers, with the objectives of sav-
ing time and fuel costs for people on their daily commutes.
Applications like Universal Studios Wait Times and Disney-
land Wait Times collect user-contributed waiting time infor-
mation for the various attractions of Disneyland and
Universal Studios, respectively, supplementing the official

waiting time information disseminated by the theme park
operators.

A Singapore-based smartphone application WeatherLah
[4] receives crowd-sourced data in the form of a ‘yes’ or ‘no’
answer from each user about whether it is raining or not at
a particular location. Although weather information from
the Singapore National Environmental Agency (NEA) and
other sources are available, they are usually based on satel-
lite images taken at high altitude and may not reflect the
actual fine-grained situation on the ground, which is where
WeatherLah can be useful. Another application by the same
developer, Mana Rapid Transit [5] invites iPhone users to
submit a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer to the question “Is it
crowded where you are right now?” to determine the level
of crowdedness in the Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) subway
stations and trains. This application has proven its worth
during the two unfortunate major disruptions in the Singa-
pore MRT system in December 2011 as the information pro-
vided led commuters to make alternative travel
arrangements and avoid extreme over-crowding within the
subway stations.

In [2], we presented ContriSense:Bus, a participatory sens-
ing system comprising a client application on Android
smartphones and a server or cloud back-end which per-
forms spatio-temporal processing. Commuters contribute
GPS traces while on public bus journeys which are proc-
essed to yield travel time measurements along segments
delimited by two neighbouring bus-stops. Commuters can
then query for the travel time of a specified bus journey
comprising a number of segments. The system also informs
the commuter making the query on the confidence level of
the result for each segment.

Participatory sensing has the potential to achieve a
greater sensing reach and coverage compared to the case of
deployed sensors, especially when there are many data con-
tributors. However, under normal circumstances, there are
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very few user contributions to the WeatherLah, Mana Rapid
Transit and most other crowd-sourced or participatory
applications. Thus, one serious weakness of participatory
sensing is that user contributions are sporadic and infre-
quent, largely due to users’ indifference and the cost to
them in terms of mobile data charges, battery life and incon-
venience. Even when and where there is data being contrib-
uted, the quality of the contributed data in terms of
accuracy, resolution, frequency and timeliness may vary
greatly as different contributors have different sensors,
smartphone models and mobile data plans. In [6], we
explored several ways to incentivize participatory sensing
and studied the fairness and social welfare characteristics of
several algorithms to apportion the service quota of compel-
ling services to a user based on the user’s level of contribu-
tion and demand for services.

In this paper, we tackle the challenge of attracting a regu-
lar stream of data contributions of reasonable quality
through market-based mechanisms so that useful informa-
tion can be extracted and passed on to service consumers
who would pay for the information. First, we survey recent
literature on participatory sensing in Section 2 before we
motivate the need to consider information quality (IQ) in
participatory sensing in Section 3. Next, in Section 4, we for-
mulate a market-based framework for participatory sensing
with plausible models of the market participants comprising
data contributors, service consumers and a service provider,
and propose a new metric called quality of contributed ser-
vice (QCS) which characterizes the information quality and
timeliness of a specific real-time sensed quantity achieved
through participatory means. In Section 5, we analyze what
happens at market equilibrium (ME) for the contributors
and consumers, and obtain a closed form expression for the
resulting QCS at market equilibrium. We then design sev-
eral algorithms to achieve the market equilibrium.

Next, in Section 6, we examine the effects of realistic
behaviors of the market participants and the nature of the
market equilibrium that emerges through extensive simula-
tions. Our results show that, starting from purely random
behavior, the market and its participants can quickly con-
verge to the market equilibrium with good QCS. We also
performed sensitivity analysis on several key parameters to
investigate the stability of the market-based mechanism.
Finally, we discuss some issues in Section 7 before conclud-
ing the paper in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

The field of participatory sensing is multi-faceted and has
received a lot of research attention in the past few years.

In order to improve the trustworthiness of participatory
sensing, Dua et al. [7] used the trusted platform module
(TPM) with modified phone hardware to ensure the integ-
rity of sensor data and protect against malicious users who
may tamper with sensor measurements. In this paper, we
assume that users are not malicious and do not tamper with
sensor measurements.

The issues of selection and recruitment of data contribu-
tors in order to obtain data from reputable contributors and
achieve good coverage over a wide geographical area were
presented in Reddy et al. [8]. In this paper, we consider a

specific local region in which all contributors are welcome
and an IQ metric is computed for each contributor.

Wang et al. [9] studied the issue of truth discovery from
potentially noisy data contributed by multiple observers.
Similar to our work in this paper, they considered the case
of binary measurements and adopted a maximum likeli-
hood with expectation maximization (EM) approach to
derive the most probable ground truth, whereas we have
used the simpler log-likelihood ratio metric. However,
Wang et al. did not consider the larger system aspect of
market equilibrium between data contributors and service
consumers and the achievable aggregated information qual-
ity, which we have studied in detail in this paper.

Next, we shift our focus to network economics based
schemes for participatory sensing which is closer to the
topic of this paper. In order to motivate smartphone users
to contribute to sensing tasks, Yang et al. [10] devised two
auction-based incentive schemes: a platform-centric scheme
and a user-centric scheme. Lee and Hoh [11] proposed a
reverse auction mechanism that allows users to sell their
sensing data to a service provider by bidding their desired
selling prices. Recently, Luo et al. [12] proposed a mecha-
nism that incentivizes participatory sensing based on all-
pay auctions with a contribution-dependent prize.

There are important differences between these three
approaches and the work presented in this paper. First, all
of them only considered the interaction between a service
provider or platform with data contributors and have not
included service consumers who can pay for consumed
services in their frameworks. This means that the service
provider or platform has to finance the payouts to data con-
tributors through some external means, e.g., advertising or
other sources of revenue, whereas we have proposed a self-
sustaining scheme with utility-maximizing data contribu-
tors and service consumers reaching a market equilibrium.
Second, none of the aforementioned approaches have
attempted to quantify the aggregated information quality
achievable through participatory sensing.

The contributions of this paper are that it quantifies the
aggregated information quality for participatory sensing in
the form of the quality of contributed service metric, derives
the market equilibrium achieved by data contributors and
service consumers, and determines the level of QCS obtain-
able at that point.

3 PARTICIPATORY SENSING AND INFORMATION

QUALITY

Participatory sensing can be employed to gather sensor
information in: (1) continuous-valued form, such as temper-
ature and other environmental parameters, travel durations
in ContriSense [2] and wait time durations in queues, e.g.,
at theme parks such as Disneyland and Universal Studios,
or (2) binary form, such as the presence of absence of an
event in event detection applications, or the ‘yes’ or ‘no’
responses in the WeatherLah and Mana Rapid Transit
applications, as described in Section 1.

One of the main motivations of this paper is to character-
ize the information quality achievable through participatory
sensing. In this paper, we consider the specific case of col-
lecting time-sensitive binary event information. Although
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this is more restrictive than the continuous-valued case, we
start with this in order to rigorously study the expected
equilibrium conditions and the IQ that can be achieved. We
leave the study of the continuous-valued form of participa-
tory sensing for future work.

Similar to [6], we consider a participatory sensing sce-
nario in which contributors contribute raw sensor data and/
or processed sensor information over a wireless or cellular
connection to a service provider which aggregates the infor-
mation contributed by many contributors and performs
additional processing on the information received (see
Fig. 1). Consumers invoke services which query the SP to
seek the information that they desire which is derived from
contributions and pay a token sum for this information.
This ecosystem comprising contributors, consumers and the
SP will only be sustainable if each party derives some utility
from this arrangement. This issue shall be the focus of sub-
sequent sections of this paper.

3.1 Information Quality of Contributions

Although there are a number of information utility meas-
ures [13], we focus on those related to the binary decision of
whether a Phenomenon of Interest (PoI) is present or absent.

Following event detection theory [14], we are concerned
with the detection accuracy of the system whose IQ is
reflected in the degree of confidence that an event of interest
has occurred. In this section, we develop the relationship
between the IQ of an individual contribution by an individ-
ual contributor to the target IQ of the system in terms of the
target probabilities of detection and false alarm, Pd and Pf ,
respectively.

We let hypothesis H1 denote the presence of a PoI; H0

denotes the corresponding absence of the PoI. The proba-
bilities P ðH1Þ ¼ p and P ðH0Þ ¼ 1� p, where 0 < p < 1, are
assumed to be known a priori and can be based on histori-
cal information. Each contributor independently senses and
collects data about the environment periodically. When
conditioned upon the hypothesis Hi, i 2 f0; 1g, observa-
tions are assumed to be independently and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) by each contributor as well as across
contributors.

The independent signal yk observed by a contributor k is:

yk ¼ wk if H0 ðPoI is absentÞ;
fðrkÞ þ wk if H1 ðPoI is presentÞ;

�

where wk � Nð0; s2
wÞ is the noise seen by contributor k that

follows a normal distribution with zero mean and standard
deviation sw; rk is the distance between contributor k and
the PoI; and f is a function that monotonically decreases
with increasing rk.

For each sampled signal yk, contributor k makes a per-
sample binary decision bk 2 f0; 1g such that:

bk ¼ 0 if yk < Tk;
1 otherwise,

�

where Tk is the per-sample threshold of contributor k.
The per-sample probability of false alarm pk0 by contribu-

tor k is independent of its location, and given by [15]:

pk0 ¼ P ðbk ¼ 1 jH0Þ ¼ Q
Tk

sw

� �
; (1)

where QðxÞ is the Gaussian Q-function of a standard nor-
mal distribution. The corresponding per-sample probabil-
ity of detection pk1 (where pk1 > pk0 from the characteristics
of the Q-function) at contributor k is dependent on the dis-
tance rk between contributor k and the PoI, and given by:

pk1 ¼ P ðbk ¼ 1 jH1Þ ¼ Q
Tk � fðrkÞ

sw

� �
: (2)

A specific IQ metric used in decision fusion applications
[16], [17] is the log-likelihood ratio Si which characterizes the
IQ in terms of the certainty of the presence or absence of the
PoI at a sensor node i, defined as

Si , log
P ðbi jH1Þ
P ðbi jH0Þ ¼ logLðbiÞ; (3)

where H1;0 corresponds to the case that the PoI is actually
present or absent, and bi ¼ f1; 0g corresponds to node i’s
decision on whether the PoI is present or absent, respec-
tively. Eq. (3) can be evaluated from Eqs. (1) and (2).

In our case of participatory sensing, the contributor k
contributes a decision bk and provides an IQ measure qk
which reflects his certainty on the presence or absense of
the event. We use the quantity Si given by Eq. (3) above to
be the IQ measure qk of the contribution from contributor k,
which can be evaluated either by the contributor himself or
the SP. This quantity will be used in the system model for a
contributor that will be developed in Section 4.1.

3.2 Cumulative Information Quality at Service
Provider

In decision fusion applications, the role of the fusion center
(FC) is to detect the presence of the PoI by making a global
binary decision Ĥ ¼ fH0; H1g based on the decisions that it
has received from a set of n sensor nodes. Let
B ¼ fb1; b2; . . . ; bng be the set of per-sample binary decisions
that the FC receives from each sensor node in a time epoch.
The optimal decision fusion rule for the FC using aggre-
gated data from all the sensor nodes is the likelihood ratio

Fig. 1. System model for a participatory sensing application comprising
contributors, a service provider and consumers.
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test (LRT) [14], [18]:

LðBÞ ¼ P ðb1; b2; . . . ; bn jH1Þ
P ðb1; b2; . . . ; bn jH0Þ

H1

R
H0

1� p

p
: (4)

The FC makes the decision that the PoI is present
(Ĥ ¼ H1) if LðBÞ � 1�p

p , and decides that the PoI is absent
otherwise.

Since observations across sensor nodes are i.i.d., the
cumulative log-likelihood ratio SFC at the FC is:

SFC ¼ logLðBÞ ¼ log
Yn
i¼1

L ðbiÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

Si; (5)

where Si is defined in Eq. (3) above. The summation prop-
erty of the log-likelihood ratio is particularly useful and will
be exploited later.

The level of SFC achieved reflects the degree of confi-
dence in the global binary decision and can be regarded as
the cumulative information quality at the FC. Following
Wald [19], the hypothesis H1 that the PoI is present, i.e., an
event of interest has occurred, is highly confident when the
cumulative log-likelihood ratio satisfies

SFC � B;

where B ¼ logðPdPfÞ, and Pd and Pf are the target detection
and false alarm probabilities, respectively.

The i.i.d. requirement is satisfied in the participatory
sensing case since each contributor makes his own obser-
vation and decision. We assume that observations and
decisions by the same contributor at two different points in
time are also independent. Rewriting Eq. (5) for the partici-
patory sensing case where the FC is the service provider,
we arrive at

QSP ¼
X~n
i¼1

qi; (6)

which is the aggregated cumulative IQ at the SP. Note that
index i is used in place of k since contributions from many
contributors, and each contributor may contribute more
than once, are aggregated at the SP, and ~n is the number of
such contributions in a valid time interval that will be
defined in the next section.

A similar test

QSP � B (7)

can be performed to determine whether there is high confi-
dence in the global binary decision at the SP.

The summation structure in Eq. (6) will be augmented
with time-decaying weights in Section 4.2 to form the
quality of contributed service metric that is proposed in
this paper. QCS can be viewed as the cumulative time-
decaying or timeliness-weighted log-likelihood ratio of the
global decision at the SP on the presence of the PoI. This
is a natural extension since the confidence level in each
contribution decreases over time due to the fact that the
status of the PoI is more likely to change as a longer
time elapses.

4 SYSTEM MODEL

Most participatory sensing applications are time sensitive in
nature, due to their objective of sourcing for up-to-date
information. This means that the value or usefulness of
user-contributed data decays with time and may even
become worthless after a certain period of time. The quality
of contributed service framework that will be developed in
this section takes this into account.1

In the following sections, we will develop the system
model for a contributor in the participatory sensing system
before presenting the definition of QCS, followed by the
model for a consumer. Note that a user can be both a con-
tributor and a consumer although we treat them as separate
roles here.

4.1 Contributor

An arbitrary contributor k 2 f1; . . . ; Nzg makes contribu-
tions at a rate of �k per unit time, each with information
quality qk as defined in Section 3.1, where �k � 0.

The contributor incurs some cost arising from sensing
and contributing, e.g., telecommunication charges and bat-
tery consumption. This cost is dependent on the desired IQ
as it is usually more costly in terms of sensing and computa-
tion time and energy (e.g., more samples, more complex sig-
nal processing), and even communication (e.g., verification
with other information sources), to produce a sensor read-
ing that has high information quality (e.g., accurate and
complete, with low uncertainty). In this paper, we approxi-
mate the IQ-dependent cost incurred by contributor k for
each contribution with the expression ckqk, where ck is some
constant. 2

In return, a contribution i will receive remuneration ri
from the service provider, where ri depends on both demand
for information by consumers and supply of contributions
by other contributors. The SP operates a platform that does
not just connect one consumer to one contributor, but con-
nects an indefinite number of consumers to an indefinite
number of contributors. Fig. 2 shows contribution events
(originating from several contributors) enter the platform at
time instances tz1;2;3;... and consumption events (originating
from several consumers) enter the platform at time instan-
ces ts1;2;3;.... We consider the case where timely data are valu-
able whereas outdated data are worthless. As such, we
bring in the notion of lifetime of a contribution, denoted by
T as seen in the figure.3 Accordingly, we define two sliding
time windows for consumers and contributors, respectively:
(i)W�

ts , ½ts � T; ts� is the consumable window of the consump-
tion that enters the platform at ts—only contributions with
tz 2W�

ts are relevant to this consumption; (ii)
Wþ

tz , ½tz; tz þ T � is the valid window of the contribution that
enters at tz—this contribution is only valid to consumptions
whose ts 2Wþ

tz .

1. Our framework subsumes time-insensitive cases too, as will be
shown later in Section 5.3.

2. Quality-dependent cost is adopted by several other works such as
[12] and [20]. In the case of constant contribution cost regardless of
quality, it can be easily shown that, in any Nash Equilibrium, each con-
tributor will contribute at the maximum quality so as to maximize his
payoff. We will not consider this case in this paper.

3. In addition, a time-decaying effect is associated with each contribu-
tion and will be formulated in Section 4.2.
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With these concepts, we are now ready to introduce the
demand and supply based remuneration scheme. A con-
sumer will have to pay a price of p for each instance of con-
sumption j. This amount, less a commission rate of h

deducted by the SP, will be shared by all the contributions
made in j’s consumable window W�

ts
j
. Conversely, an

instance of contribution i will receive payment from all
instances of consumption happening during i’s valid win-
dowWþ

tz
i
. The remuneration ri is calculated as

ri , ð1� hÞp
X

ts
j
2Wþ

tz
i

qðiÞP
tz
l
2W�

ts
j

qðlÞ
; (8)

where the subscript of q with parentheses indicates that it
pertains to the IQ of an instance of contribution in order to
differentiate it from qk which refers to the IQ associated
with contributions from a contributor k.

This remuneration scheme has two important features:

� It is risk free for the SP, in the sense that the SP does
not act as an reseller who buys from one market and
then sells to another market, which presents a risk of
loss to the SP when the revenue from selling the serv-
ices does not cover the cost of buying them. This
remuneration scheme carries no risk of loss as it uses
a balance equation among consumers and contributors.

� It implies that remuneration is postponed: when a
contributor makes a contribution, he will only
receive remuneration for it after an interval of up
to T time units. This is analogous to the real life
situation where an employee only receives his sal-
ary a certain period (e.g., a month) later. In many
participatory sensing applications such as traffic
monitoring, the interval T is fairly short, such as
one hour, which should be acceptable to contribu-
tors. Such a postponed scheme has the advantage
that contributors will be forward-looking and tend to
maintain their contribution levels and only make
adjustments after some time when they review the
payoff. This not only provides stability to the sys-
tem and some assurance of IQ to the SP and con-
sumers, but also motivates us to use the concept of
“review period” (RP) in the analysis of the market
equilibrium that will be presented in Section 5.4,
and the mechanisms to achieve it that will be pre-
sented in Section 5.5.

Denote by Rk the total remuneration received by contrib-
utor k per unit time, and denote by pz

k his payoff per unit
time. Under the common assumption that users are rational,
we assume that a contributor k’s objective is to maximize his
own payoff, i.e.,

maximize pz
k ¼ Rk � ck�kqk; (9)

where the decision variables are �k and qk, and we will ana-
lyze Rk later. This optimization will be conducted for each
time slot, which is the RP just mentioned. Therefore, �k and
qk may vary from RP to RP.

4.2 Quality of Contributed Service

In this section, we develop a new metric called quality of
contributed service which characterizes the information
quality and timeliness of a real-time sensed quantity
achieved in a participatory manner. The QCS metric
extends the information quality measure of each contribu-
tion and the cumulative IQ at the service provider pre-
sented in Section 3.

QCS can be defined with respect to an individual con-
sumption, which reflects a particular one-time consumer
experience of using the service, or with respect to the whole
system, reflecting the expected consumer experience. These
two perspectives can be made concrete: (1) a single con-
sumption that happens at ts will experience an instantaneous
QCS of

QðtsÞ ,
X

tz
i
2W�

ts

qðiÞwi �
X~n
i¼1

qðiÞwi; (10)

and, (2) the system QCS is given by

Q , Ets ½QðtsÞ�:

In Eq. (10), W�
ts and qðiÞ are the consumable window and

IQ of a contribution, respectively, ~n is the number of contri-
butions (treated as a random variable) in W�

ts , wi is the nor-
malized time-decaying factor, defined as

wi ,
e�Dt

z
i � e�T

1� e�T
; (11)

where Dtzi , ts � tzi ; t
z
i 2W�

ts .

The definition of wi in Eq. (11) is similar to the discount

factor in dynamic programming and the Bellman equation,

and the exponential weighted moving average (EWMA)

[21]. This can be seen by ignoring the normalizing term

and noticing that e�Dt
z
i ¼ ðe�aÞ

Dtz
i

a for such a that 0 < e�a < 1

and that
Dtz

i
a equals the number of epochs between the two

points in time.

The QCS defined in Eq. (10) is a cumulative time-decaying
or timeliness-weighted quality of contribution: the more contri-
butions, or the higher the quality of the contributions, or the
more up-to-date the contributions are in the consumable
window, the higher will be the QCS value. We have
exploited the summation property of the cumulative log-
likelihood ratio shown in Eqs. (5) and (6).

Fig. 2. Interactions between contributions and consumptions according
to temporal sequence. T indicates the length of each consumable
window.
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Note that the time-decaying factor wi does not affect the
remuneration ri as shown in Eqn. (8). This prevents the
remuneration from diminishing too rapidly in order to
ensure that contributors are motivated to contribute.

4.3 Consumer

An arbitrary consumer k 2 f1; . . . ; Nsg4 consumes the ser-
vice (e.g., query for a phenomenon of interest or PoI) at a
rate of mk per unit time, for which he pays a price of p for
each consumption. We assume mk � 0 and p > 0. Similar to
the above, mk may vary from RP to RP while being
unchanged within each RP. The price p is fixed in each
RP.5 In addition, the service time of each consumption is
assumed to be negligible.

A consumer is associated with a QCS valuation factor, bk,
which represents how “generous” or “stringent” a con-
sumer valuates the QCS, denoted by Q. In other words, bkQ
is the “satisfaction level” or “psychological price” a con-
sumer rates the service to be at, e.g., a low bk indicates a
“hard-to-satisfy” consumer. Thus, a consumer gains a utility
of bkQ� p.

However, this view only treats each consumption in iso-
lation, whereas consumptions tend to occur successively in
practice since the PoI constantly changes and the consumer
is likely to monitor it continuously at some rate mk. Further-
more, a consumer’s utility would not evolve in an additive
manner6 as mkbkQ� mkp, but rather, non-linearly as
ckðmkÞbkQ� mkp, where ckðmkÞ is a non-linear function.
The function ckð�Þ satisfies:
1) ckð0Þ ¼ 0;
2) monotonically increasing and concave in mk;
3) ckðmkÞ � mk when mk ! 0þ, where � is a Bachmann-

Landau notation [25] meaning “asymptotically
equal”;

4) ckðmkÞ ¼ oðmkÞ when mk !1, where oð�Þ is also a
Bachmann-Landau notation meaning
“asymptotically dominated by”.

Property 2 captures the effect of decreasing marginal util-
ity as consumption increases, which is a common concept
in economics. Property 3 captures the effect of when the
consumption rate is extremely low, consecutive consump-
tions can be treated as isolated. Property 4 is similar to
Property 2.

Two examples satisfying the abovementioned properties
are:

ckðxÞ ¼
1

a
logð1þ axÞ; a > 0 (12)

and

ckðxÞ ¼ 1� 1

a
e�ax; a > 0: (13)

Under the same assumption of rationality as in the case
of contributors, the objective of a consumer is to maximize
his payoff or utility received per unit time, or formally

maximize ps
k ¼ ckðmkÞbkQ� mkp; (14)

where the decision variable is mk � 0.

5 MARKET EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS

User-contributed sensing and services are relatively recent
developments. In this new paradigm, since users making
contributions are not obligated to do so, but are altruism- or
incentive-driven (for example, this paper considers the mon-
etary incentive), there are two pertinent questions of interest:

� Does a market equilibrium exist? In other words,
will the system stabilize at a certain QCS level?

� If the answer is “yes”, what are the specific achiev-
able QCS and the contribution and consumption lev-
els at the market equilibrium?

In this section, we study these issues and perform a
market equilibrium analysis using the models for contrib-
utor and consumer, and the QCS definition, presented in
Section 4 above, before deriving specific algorithms to
achieve the ME.

5.1 Contributor

The first parameter of interest is contributor k’s remunera-
tion received per unit time, Rk, as introduced in Eq. (9). To
derive this, recall the scenario in Fig. 2 and imagine that it
happens continuously, constituting a large sample space.
Hence, on average, the system will receive a total payment
of p

PNs
k¼1 mkT in each period of T , and distribute ð1� hÞ

portion of it to the contributors following the remuneration
allocation scheme stipulated in Eq. (8). Thus, a contributor k
will receive in period T the average remuneration of

ð1� hÞp
XNs

k¼1
mkT

 !
�kT � qk

��kT 	 q�k þ �kT � qk ;

where ��k and q�k are the contribution rates and informa-
tion qualities associated with all contributors other than k,
i.e., ��k , f�1; . . . ; �k�1; �kþ1; . . . ; �Nzg and q�k , fq1; . . . ;
qk�1; qkþ1; . . . ; qNzg, and 	 denotes the inner product.

For notational convenience, let U ,
PNs

k¼1 mk be the aggre-
gate consumption rate, Rall , ð1� hÞpU be the total remu-
neration that all contributors receive per unit time, and
S�k , ��k 	 q�k. Thus, we obtain Rk as

Rk ¼ �kqk
S�k þ �kqk

Rall:

Letting zk , �kqk, which we shall call the contribution level of
contributor k, we transform contributor k’s objective, from
Eq. (9), into

maximize pz
k ¼

zk
S�k þ zk

Rall � ckzk;

where zk 2 ½0;1Þ is the decision variable. A contributor can
always achieve a certain zk by adjusting rate �k and/or

4. We use k as a generic index. Consumer k should not be deemed to
be the same as contributor k.

5. Telecommunication charges incurred by the consumer is sub-
sumed in the price p. We do not consider dynamic pricing in this paper
and leave that for future work. In practice, dynamic pricing encounters
several difficulties [22], [23]. Flat pricing, in addition to being simpler,
may be more appealing to consumers.

6. This simpler case was considered in [24] in a different setting.
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quality qk according to his own preference (e.g., sometimes
qk may be hard to control). This gives the user some
flexibility.

For a generic formulation without referring to a particu-
lar user, we rewrite the above by removing the subscript k
and denoting S�k by So which represents other contrib-
utors’ aggregate contribution level, and arrive at

maximize pz ¼ z

So þ z
Rall � cz: (15)

Theorem 1. The optimal contribution level for maximizing a con-
tributor’s payoff is given by

z
 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SoRall

c

r
� So (16)

provided that c < Rall=So, or otherwise z

 ¼ 0.

Proof. The first and second order derivatives of pz with
respect to z are:

@pz

@z
¼ So

ðSo þ zÞ2 Rall � c;

@2pz

@z2
¼ � 2So

ðSo þ zÞ3 Rall:

Since @2pz=@z2 < 0,7 pz is strictly concave in z. Hence, the
optimal z that maximizes pz is determined by letting the
marginal utility @pz=@z equal to 0, which leads to Eq. (16).

The condition c < Rall=So ensures that z
 > 0. Other-
wise and intuitively, an overly high cost will make the
payoff negative, and the optimal action for a contributor
to take is to not contribute at all. tu
In deriving Eq. (16), Rall is treated as exogenously given

instead of being a function of z. The validity of this is
ensured by our slotted approach using RPs together with a
mechanism to achieve the ME, which will be introduced
later in Sections 5.4 and 5.5.

For a particular contributor, as So is the other contributors’
aggregate contribution level, Theorem 1 actually tells him
his best response or rational action set, in game-theoretic terms.
Hence, we can derive the following game-theoretic result.

Theorem 2. In a homogeneous setting where all contributors bear
the same unit cost c, there exists a unique Nash equilibrium in
which every contributor adopts the same optimal contribution
level z
, given by

z
 ¼ Nz � 1

N2
z

Rall

c
; (17)

and each contributor’s payoff is maximized as

p
 ¼ Rall

N2
z

: (18)

Proof. We model the competition between the contributors
as a Cournot game [26]. This competition arises as a
result of remuneration sharing as in Eq. (8). Each player

k tries to maximize his payoff as in (15), by choosing the
best strategy z. It can then be shown that when each
player bears the same cost c, the optimal strategy z
 will
also be the same. As this is an intuitive result, we omit
the rigorous proof for brevity.

Thus, So ¼ ðNz � 1Þz
, and (17) follows from (16). The
maximum payoff p
 is then obtained from (15). tu

5.2 Consumer

Similarly, for a generic formulation without referring to a
particular user, we remove the subscript k from the consum-
er’s objective function and arrive at

maximize ps ¼ cðmÞbQ� mp: (19)

Theorem 3. The optimal consumption rate for maximizing a con-
sumer’s utility is determined by

c0ðm
Þ ¼ p

bQ
; (20)

and the necessary and sufficient condition for it to have a
unique positive solution and for p
s > 0 is

c0ð0þÞ > p

bQ
: (21)

Otherwise, m
 ¼ 0.

Proof. It follows from the concavity of cðmÞ that ps is also
strictly concave in m. Furthermore, since ps j m¼0 ¼ 0 and
ps j m!1 < 0 (due to Property 4), p
s > 0 if and only if
@ps=@m j m!0þ > 0, which leads to (21) since @ps=@m ¼
c0ðmÞbQ� p. As ps is strictly concave, it is also the neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the optimal m that maxi-
mizes ps to be uniquely determined by the first-order
condition @ps=@m ¼ 0, which is equivalent to (20). tu
Similar to Rall, Q has been treated as exogenously given

rather than being a function of m. The validity if this is again
ensured by considering a slotted approach involving RPs,
which will be explained later.

Taking for cð�Þ the two exemplifying non-linear func-
tions, Eqs. (12) and (13), we expand Eq. (19) into

ps ¼ bQlogð1þ mÞ � mp; (22)

ps ¼ bQð1� e�mÞ � mp; (23)

respectively, where we let a ¼ 1 without affecting the prin-
ciple in the results.

Corollary 1. The optimal consumption rate for maximizing a
consumer’s utility (22) and (23) are given by

m
 ¼ bQ

p
� 1 (24)

and

m
 ¼ log
bQ

p
; (25)

respectively, provided that p < bQ, or otherwise m
 ¼ 0.

In a homogeneous setting where all consumers share the
same b and function cð�Þ, they will all adopt the same m


7. We ignore the case of So ¼ 0 or Rall ¼ 0. These are trivial cases,
but are tricky to deal with mathematically. In fact, as will become clear
later, these cases do not occur at market equilibrium.
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and hence the aggregate consumption rate U
 ¼ Nsm

.

Recalling the definition of Rall, we have

R
all ¼ ð1� hÞpNsm

; (26)

where m
 is determined as shown above.

5.3 QCS and Its Approximation

Recall that Q , Ets ½QðtsÞ� and, as per Eqs. (10) and (11),

QðtsÞ ¼
X~n
i¼1

qðiÞwi ¼
P~n

i¼1 qðiÞe
�Dtz

i � e�T
P~n

i¼1 qðiÞ
1� e�T

:

Statistically, qðiÞ, Dtzi and ~n are independent of each other,
and hence, from the earlier definition of Q , Ets ½QðtsÞ�

Q ¼ E½qðiÞ�
1� e�T

E
X~n
i¼1

e�Dt
z
i

" #
� E½~n�e�T

 !
: (27)

Let us define q , E½qðiÞ� and assume that the aggregate
stream of contributions is a Poisson point process with rate
L ¼PNz

k¼1 �k and is independent of the consumption time
ts. It then follows that E½~n� ¼ LT . To tackle the term
E½P~n

i¼1 e
�Dtz

i �, decompose Dtzi ¼
Pi

j¼1 dj where dj ¼ tzj�1�
tzj ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; i and tz0 , ts (see Fig. 3). Since dj are exponen-
tially i.i.d. in [0; T ],

E
X~n
i¼1

e�Dt
z
i

" #
¼ E

X~n
i¼1

Yi
j¼1

e�dj
" #

¼ E
X~n
i¼1

Yi
j¼1

E½e�dj j dj < T �
" #

¼ E
X~n
i¼1

Yi
j¼1

Z T

0

e�d
Le�Ld

1� e�LT
dd

" #

¼ E
X~n
i¼1

L½1� e�ðLþ1ÞT �
ðLþ 1Þð1� e�LT Þ
� �i( )

:

Let us define fðxÞ , 1�e�xT
x and gðxÞ , fðxþ1Þ

fðxÞ . Then, the
above transforms to

E
X~n
i¼1

giðLÞ
" #

¼ E
gðLÞ

1� gðLÞ ð1� g~nðLÞÞ
� �

¼ gðLÞ
1� gðLÞ 1�

X1
k¼0

gkðLÞ ðLT Þ
k

k!
e�LT

 !

¼ gðLÞ
1� gðLÞ

�
1� e�½1�gðLÞ�LT

	
:

Substituting this into Eq. (27) obtains

Q ¼ q

1� e�T
gðLÞ

1� gðLÞ ð1� e�½1�gðLÞ�LT Þ � LTe�T
� �

, q � hðLÞ;
(28)

where the definition of hðLÞ can be readily seen.

Remark. This analysis covers time-insensitive services as
well, which is readily obtained by setting the data life-
time T to be infinite:

lim
T!1

Q ¼ q
gðLÞ

1� gðLÞ � q
fðLþ 1Þ

fðLÞ � fðLþ 1Þ ¼ qL: (29)

Approximation. Eq. (28) is a complex expression and we
adopt an approximation for the sake of tractability.
According to [27], for a given ~n (e.g., taking its mean
value LT ), the event times Dtzi are distributed like the
order statistics of ~n independent random variables that
are uniformly distributed in [0, T ]. Therefore,

E
X~n
i¼1

e�Dt
z
i

" #
¼ LT

Z T

0

e�x

T
dx ¼ Lð1� e�T Þ:

Substituting this into Eqn. (27) obtains

Q ¼ qL
1� ðT þ 1Þe�T

1� e�T
: (30)

Defining k , 1�ðTþ1Þe�T
1�e�T , which is a constant, we arrive at

Q ¼ kqL.

We compare hðLÞ in Eq. (28) against its approximated
version kL in Fig. 4 for L 2 ½0; 100� where the portion of
L 2 ½0; 5� is magnified for a clearer view. We see that, when
L is sufficiently large, e.g., L > 20, the target function can
be approximated with error less than 6 percent. As L is an
aggregated rate and considering each unit time as an hour,
this is a reasonably good approximation.

5.4 Market Equilibrium

As aforementioned, we have treated Rall and Q as exoge-
nously given when deriving the optimal z for contributors

Fig. 3. Decomposing Dtzi into dj’s: time sequence of tzj , j ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; i.

Fig. 4. Verifying the QCS approximation. The blue solid curve represents
the target function hðLÞ. The red dashed line represents the approximat-
ing function kL. T=1 hour. Therefore, kjT¼1 � 0:418.
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and optimal m for consumers, respectively. The validity of
this is ensured by our approach of slotting the system into
review periods, which we now describe.

The system unfolds over time as consecutive RPs. The
length of an RP is application dependent and can be, for
example, a small multiple of T . Let us index the RPs by
m ¼ 1; 2; . . . and denote the variables we have used with RP
indices explicitly. For particular examples, z
ðmÞ, which is
the optimal z to use in RP m, is determined at the beginning
of RP m, when the value of Rallðm� 1Þ becomes available.
Therefore, Rallðm� 1Þ can be treated as exogenously given
when determining z
ðmÞ. Hence, a more precise under-
standing of Eqs. (16) and (17) is obtained by including these
RP indices. In addition, because Rallðm� 1Þ is determined
by mðm� 1Þ, so QðmÞ, which is determined by zðmÞ, is also
determined by mðm� 1Þ. Since mðm� 1Þ does not affect
m
ðmÞ, so QðmÞ can be treated as exogenously given when
determining m
ðmÞ. Similarly, Eq. (20) is precisely under-
stood by including the RP indices.

Intuitively, the above, particularly the case of z
ðmÞ with
respect to Rallðm� 1Þ, says that the contributors assume
that the remuneration in the coming slot will remain the
same as in the previous slot. This is referred to as the naive
or static expectation [28], which is also adopted in other
works such as [20], [24], [29], [30].

Now, we present the theoretical derivation and results
for the market equilibrium.

Theorem 4. Under the consumer model of (22), the QCS at mar-
ket equilibrium is

Qme ¼ pC1

bðC1 � 1Þ ; (31)

where C1 ¼ kbð1� hÞð1� 1
Nz
ÞNs=c. The QCS converges to

Qme on the condition that C1 > 1 and

pC1

bðC1 � 1Þ ¼ Qð1Þ: (32)

Proof. Let us rewrite Eqs. (17), (26) and (30) with RP indices
explicitly, as

RallðmÞ ¼ ð1� hÞpNs
bQðmÞ

p
� 1

� �
; (33)

z
ðmþ 1Þ ¼ Nz � 1

N2
z

RallðmÞ
c

; (34)

Qðmþ 1Þ ¼ kNzz

ðmþ 1Þ; (35)

respectively, where Eq. (33) is based on Eq. (24) and we
take qL ¼ Nzz


. Therefore,

Qðmþ 1Þ ¼ kðNz � 1Þ
cNz

ð1� hÞpNs
bQðmÞ

p
� 1

� �

¼ C1QðmÞ � pC1

b
; (36)

which is a recursive equation. If there exists an ME, i.e.,
the series Qm¼1;2;... converges to a certain quantity which
we denote by Qme, then we can obtain Qme by letting
m!1, as

Qme ¼ C1Qme � pC1

b
;

whose solution is Eq. (31).
Now, we prove the existence of ME, i.e. convergence

condition Eq. (32). Let us recursively expand Eq. (36) as

Qðmþ 1Þ ¼ Cm
1 Qð1Þ � p

b

Xm
i¼1

Ci
1:

First, C1 > 1 must hold, for otherwise QðmÞ will be nega-
tive after a certain m. To see this, suppose C1 < 1 and we
will have Q1 ¼ � p

b
C1

1�C1
< 0; similarly, suppose C1 ¼ 1

and we will have Q1 ¼ Qð1Þ � p
b
� 1 < 0.

Furthermore,

Qðmþ 1Þ ¼ Cm
1 Qð1Þ � pC1

b

1� Cm
1

1� C1

¼ pC1

bðC1 � 1Þ þ Cm
1 Qð1Þ � pC1

bðC1 � 1Þ
� �

:

Since C1 > 1, Qð1Þ � pC1
bðC1�1Þ ¼ 0 must hold so that QðmÞ

converges to pC1
bðC1�1Þ when m!1. Eqn. (32) is thus

proven. tu
However, note that the convergence condition Eq. (32) is

not stable since a small perturbation of Qð1Þ can prevent the
QCS from converging. We now derive the following theo-
rem to get a stable ME.

Theorem 5. Under the consumer model of (23), the QCS at mar-
ket equilibrium is

Qme ¼ �C2 �V � p

bC2

� �
; (37)

where C2 ¼ kpð1� hÞð1� 1
Nz
ÞNs=c and Vð�Þ is the Lambert

W-function.
The Lambert W-function, discovered by Lambert [31]

and Euler [32], and also called the omega function, is the
inverse function of fðWÞ ¼WeW . For instance, VðeÞ ¼ 1,
Vð�1=eÞ ¼ �1, andVð1Þ ¼ 0:56714 (the “omega constant”).

Proof. Similarly, rewrite Eq. (26) as

RallðmÞ ¼ ð1� hÞpNs log
bQðmÞ

p

based on Eq. (25). The above, together with Eqs. (34) and
(35), lead us to

Qðmþ 1Þ ¼ k
Nz � 1

cNz
ð1� hÞpNs log

bQðmÞ
p

:

Assuming that the ME exists, we letm!1 and obtain

Qme ¼ C2 log
bQme

p
; (38)

whose solution is a closed form expression given by
Eq. (37). tu
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5.5 Algorithms to Achieve Market Equilibrium

The theoretical results above guide us towards the design of
a mechanism for the system comprising contributors, con-
sumers and a service provider to achieve the market equi-
librium, which we present here as three Algorithms 1, 2 and
3, respectively.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Contributor

1: form ¼ 1!1 do
2: ifm ¼ 1 then
3: Randomly choose a contribution level z
4: else
5: Receive Rallðm� 1Þ and Nzðm� 1Þ from the SP
6: Determine z according to Eq. (17):

z Nzðm�1Þ�1
Nzðm�1Þ2

Rallðm�1Þ
c

7: end if
8: Choose � and q such that �q ¼ z
9: Contribute at the chosen level (i.e. at exponentially

distributed intervals of mean 1=� and quality q) till
the end of the RP

10: end for

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Consumer

1: Randomly choose the initial consumption time ts
2: loop
3: Consume service at ts and pay price p to the SP
4: Experience QCS and obtain a satisfaction level

of bQðtsÞ
5: Determine m according to Eq. (25):

m log bQ
p

6: Consume at the chosen rate (i.e. at exponentially
distributed intervals of mean 1=m)

7: end loop

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for SP

1: Set a countdown timer tm j jRP j j (duration of
RP)
associated with callback function endOfRP

2: loop
3: Wait for an incoming event
4: if event=contribution then
5: Evaluate and record the contribution with

timestamp
6: else if event=consumption then
7: Serve the consumer, i.e., provide aggregated

information with QCS Q, and receive payment p
8: Remunerate contributors in the consumable

window according to Eq. (8)
9: end if

10: end loop
————————————————————————
CALLBACK endOfRP:
1: if tm fires then
2: Calculate and announce Rall and Nz

3: Reset tm jjRPjj
4: end if

At the end of each RP, the SP will announce Rall and Nz

in the elapsed RP, for each contributor to decide on his con-
tribution level z in the next RP. On the other hand, consum-
ers do not need to rely on the SP to disseminate information
on Q because they can experience the QCS instantaneously
and thus, adjust their consumption rates m promptly. As a
result, they do not even need to follow the RPs.

Throughout this paper, we do not regard Nz as the num-
ber of (registered) contributors who may or may not con-
tribute, but as the effective number of contributors who are
actually contributing. This reflects the real situation where
participatory sensing usually has a large population of
potential contributors, but the pool of active contributors is
usually much smaller. Finally, note that the pool of active
contributors does not always have to contain the same set of
users to achieve the ME, as newly joined contributors can
also be guided by the mechanism described above.

In practical settings, it may be too onerous for users to
manually follow the steps in the algorithms presented here.
An application running on an on-board car computer or
smartphone can be configured to contribute and/or con-
sume at exponentially distributed intervals, as determined
by the algorithms presented in this section.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct discrete-event driven simula-
tions to verify our theoretical analysis of the market equilib-
rium by examining key parameters such as QCS and
contribution and consumption levels, as well as to evaluate
the speed of convergence and the parameters of the market-
based mechanism for achieving the ME.

6.1 Market-Based Mechanism

Four cases are considered in evaluating Algorithms 1, 2
and 3:

1) Homogeneous users with optimal adjustments. All users
are homogeneous. Each contributor is able to adjust
his rate and quality of contribution to achieve the ME
based on information provided by the SP, following
Algorithm 1. Each consumer is also able to adjust his
rate of consumption based on his perceived QCS, fol-
lowing Algorithm 2. This case can be treated as the
system operating under ideal conditions.

2) Homogeneous users with sub-optimal adjustments. This
is similar to Case 1 above, with the difference that
contributors and consumers are unwilling or unable
to adjust their behaviors precisely to the optimal set-
tings, due to various real-life factors such as indiffer-
ence or lack of knowledge.

3) Heterogeneous users with optimal adjustments. Due to
different human usage patterns, smartphone models
and mobile data plans in use, the unit cost c of mak-
ing a contribution is different for different contribu-
tors. Each contributor is still able to adjust his rate
and quality of contributions based on information
provided by the SP. For consumers, we take into
account the different psychological factors of differ-
ent people by considering different user-specific b.
Each consumer is still able to adjust his rate of con-
sumption based on his perceived QCS.
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4) Heterogeneous users with sub-optimal adjustments. This
is a combination of Cases 2 and 3 above.

In the simulations, QCS is not computed using the ana-
lytical expressions, i.e., Eq. (28) or (30), but computed as the
actual experienced QCS which is determined using Eq. (10)
with actual arrival patterns of contributors and consumers
according to two random Poisson point processes. This
gives the actual perceived QCS result under realistic operat-
ing conditions. Similarly, the Rall value in Algorithm 1 is
not computed using the analytical expression of Eq. (26),
but computed as the actual remuneration that the SP paid to
all the contributors averaged over time.

The simulation setup is as follows. Contributors and con-
sumers enter the system as two Poisson point processes
with mean L ¼PNz

k¼1 �k and U ¼PNs
k¼1 mk, respectively. The

time unit is hour. T ¼ 1; jjRP jj ¼ 4; p ¼ 1; h ¼ 0:3; c ¼ 1;
b ¼ 2; Nz ¼ Ns ¼ 100. As explained in Section 5, the popula-
tion size can be arbitrarily large, but the number of active
contributors is usually much smaller, and assumed here to
be fairly stable. With these settings, the theoretical result of
Theorem 5 above gives the theoretical Qme to be 168:612.8

As aforementioned, since z ¼ �q, a contributor can either
adjust � or q or both to achieve a certain z. In the simula-
tions, we let � * Uð0; 2Þ (where “* ” means “draws from”
and Uða; bÞ means uniformly distributed between a and b),
and each contributor adjusts q as per q ¼ z=� where z is
specified in Algorithm 1. In the initial RP, q * Uð0; 1Þ. In the
event that Q drops to as low as bQ � p for a consumer, he
will choose m * Uð0; 2Þ. In fact, this did not happen in the
simulations, meaning that bQ > pwas always satisfied.

In Cases 2 and 4, contributors and consumers deviate
from the optimal settings following a normal distribution
with standard deviation 50 percent of the optimal settings,
i.e., zk * Nðz
; 0:5z
Þ and mk * Nðm
; 0:5m
Þ. The zk’s and
mk’s are independently generated.

In Cases 3 and 4, the heterogeneity is characterized by
a random deviation of maximal 50 percent from the
homogeneous case, i.e., each ck * Uð0:5; 1:5Þ and each
bk * Uð1; 3Þ.

6.1.1 Results

The results of Case 1 are shown in Fig. 5. We can see from
the convergence trajectory in Fig. 5a that if users make the
optimal adjustments, the system converges to the ME in
only 4 RPs and the converged QCS matches well with the
theoretical value of Qme. The error bars show the mean and

standard deviation of the QCS values (indicated as ‘STD’) at
review periods 5, 10, 15 and 20 over 10 simulation runs.

The significant value of the achieved QCS shows that the
SP is able to achieve a good cumulative IQ that exceeds the
IQ threshold, i.e., it is able to make the global decision with
high confidence, as discussed in Section 3.2 and expressed
by Eqs. (6) and (7), taking into account the fact that the QCS
value is a timeliness-weighted sum of the IQ value of each
contribution.

Fig. 5b compares the optimal contribution level z
 and
consumption rate m
, which are the analytical values at the
ME, with z and m, which are the simulation results. z and m

are calculated as the average of z andm in RPs ofm ¼ 6 till 20
(since ME is observed to be achieved after 4 RPs, and the
results for m > 20 are similar to 5 � m � 20) for all users
over 10 simulation runs. We can see that z and m are almost
identical to the theoretical values, which validates our analy-
sis. In this case, the error bars for the simulation results,
which indicate the standard deviation of z andm, were deter-
mined from 10� 15 data points (10 simulation runs and RPs
6-20, in which the system is deemed to have converged).

In Case 2 where users make sub-optimal adjustments,
Fig. 6a shows that slight fluctuations in QCS occur, but are
nevertheless still centred around the theoretical Qme. In
Fig. 6b, we see that z and m in this case differ slightly from
their optimal values: although zk and mk are generated
from the normal distribution with means z
 and m
, respec-
tively, the simulation average is not equal to the optimal
settings. This is because of a non-linear effect: the impact of
zk when it is above the optimal setting is larger than its
impact when it is below the optimal setting; similarly for m.

For Case 3, the result in Fig. 7a shows that, interestingly,
user heterogeneity raises the Qme of the homogeneous case
by 5 to 18 percent. This is attributed to the increased contri-
bution level z as can be seen in Fig. 7b.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the results for Case 4, which is the
most comprehensive and realistic experiment. We can see
that the results demonstrate a combination of the results

Fig. 5. Case 1: Homogeneous users with optimal adjustments. Fig. 6. Case 2: Homogeneous users with sub-optimal adjustments.

Fig. 7. Case 3: Heterogeneous users with optimal adjustments.
8. The Lambert W-function is a multi-valued function. The other

solution of 0.508861 is not meaningful and should be ignored.
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from Cases 2 and 3: the convergence trajectory fluctuates
like in Case 2, and the QCS is higher than Qme like in Case 3.
This observation applies similarly to Fig. 8b as well. The key
message is that, even under fairly high heterogeneity (maxi-
mal 50 percent deviation) and sub-optimal adjustments
(standard deviation of 50 percent about the optimum), the
market can still converge to an equilibrium close to the theo-
retical ME and the user activity level is also well predicted
by the analysis. The greater variability results in broader
error bars for QCS, z and m compared to the earlier cases.

6.2 Sensitivity Analysis

We have thus far assumed that Nz and Ns are constant in
our analysis and simulations, based on static expectation
[28] as discussed earlier in Section 5.4. However, these are
expected values and the actual values can vary in practice.
This section investigates how unknown or wrong estimates
ofNz andNs will affect the performance.

First, we examine analytically the partial derivatives of
Qme with respect to Nz and Ns, respectively. By differentiat-
ing Eq. (38), we obtain

@Qme

@Nz
¼

C3

N2
z
log bQme

p

1� C3
Qme
ð1� 1

Nz
Þ ;

@2Qme

@N2
z

¼
2C3

QmeN
2
z
� C3

Q2
me

1� 1
Nz


 �h i
Q0z � 2C3

N3
z
log bQme

p

1� C3
Qme
ð1� 1

Nz
Þ ;

where C3 ¼ kpð1� hÞNs=c and Q0z , @Qme=@Nz,

@Qme

@Ns
¼ C4 log

bQme
p

1� C4Ns
Qme

;

@2Qme

@N2
s

¼ 2C4Q
0
s=Qme � C4NsðQ0s=QmeÞ2

1� C4Ns
Qme

;

where C4 ¼ kpð1� hÞð1� 1
Nz
Þ=c and Q0s , @Qme=@Ns. Note

that the above four expressions are not fully reduced
because the R.H.S. contains Qme and its derivatives Q0z and
Q0s. However, this suffices for evaluating:

@Qme

@Nz
Nz¼100 ¼ 0:02;

@Qme

@Ns

����
����
Ns¼100

¼ 2:03;

@2Qme

@N2
z

Nz¼100 ¼ �0:0004;
@2Qme

@N2
s

����
����
Ns¼100

¼ 0:0033;

with the other parameters kept at the same values as in pre-
vious simulation set-ups.

Therefore, by Taylor series expansion, we have

Qme ¼ 168:612þ 0:02ðNz � 100Þ � 0:0002ðNz � 100Þ2 þ . . . ;

(39)

Qme ¼ 168:612þ 2:03ðNs � 100Þ þ 0:0016ðNs � 100Þ2 þ . . . ;

(40)

treatingNz andNs as variables, respectively, and evaluating
at their expected value of 100. The above shows that the the-
oretical Qme is not affected much by the changes in Nz, but
is more sensitive to those inNs.

To verify this, we carry out simulations by varying Nz

and Ns, respectively, from 50 to 150, and measure the corre-
sponding QCS at market equilibrium by averaging the QCS
over 10 simulation runs at m ¼ 10. The reason for choosing
m ¼ 10 is because we observed that the convergence trajec-
tories stabilize atm ¼ 4 to 6.

We obtain three sets of results from varying Nz only, Ns

only, and both Nz and Ns, respectively, and present them in
Fig. 9a. We can see that the QCS is robust to changes in Nz,
while it varies approximately linearly with Ns at a slope of
about 270�168:6

150�100 ¼ 2:028. These observations mirror well the
expressions of Eqs. (39) and (40).

In order to examine how the QCS reacts to the changes of
Nz and Ns in practice where user dropout and enrolment
happen in a random manner, we carry out another set of
simulations by varying both Nz and Ns according to the
Gaussian distribution, i.e., as Nz * N trðNz;aNz; 0:1Nz; 5NzÞ
and Ns* N trðNs;aNs; 0:1Ns; 5NsÞ. Here, N trðm; s; a; bÞ
denotes the truncated normal distribution with mean m and
standard deviation s and is bounded within ½a; b�, and
Nz ¼ Ns ¼ 100. This setup means that in 95 percent of the
time, Nz is within ½ð1� 2aÞNz; ð1þ 2aÞNz�, and in the
remaining 5 percent of the time, Nz can be as low as 10 or as
high as 500. Ns is varied in a similar manner. This setup is
able to cover very large variations that may arise in practice.

The results are shown in Fig. 9b. In the cases of constant
Nz and Ns and the case of varying Nz only, the QCS is sta-
ble and remains close to the theoretical QCS at ME, which
is consistent with the observations in Section 6.1 and the
sensitivity analysis above. In the other two cases that
involve Ns, we find that although certain deviations do
appear, as predicted by the sensitivity analysis, the QCS
does not deviate significantly from the theoretical ME, par-
ticularly when a < 0:7, which safely covers fairly large var-
iations in Ns. The stability of the QCS is due to the
Gaussian distribution where the effect on the QCS of a
higher-than-expected number of users at some moments is

Fig. 8. Case 4: Heterogeneous users with sub-optimal adjustments. Fig. 9. Sensitivity of QCS with respect to varying parameters.
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offset to a large extent by the effect of a lower-than-
expected number of users at other moments.

7 DISCUSSION

In the analysis in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we have made the
assumption that observations and contributions are inde-
pendently and identically distributed for each contributor
at different points in time as well as across different contrib-
utors. In practice, a contributor’s observation and contribu-
tion may be correlated with his earlier observation and
contribution, or those of another contributor.

The i.i.d. assumption is commonly made in the sensor
networks literature for analytical tractability. In our case,
taking correlation or dependencies into account would
make the analysis significantly more difficult as it is hard to
model how each user’s observations are correlated with
those of other users, or his own at different points in time.
Recent results [33] indicate that the optimal sensor density
to achieve the mean-squared error IQ metric in wireless sen-
sor networks decreases as spatial correlation increases. Fur-
ther study is required to see how these results can be
extended to the participatory sensing case. Having said this,
the i.i.d. assumption is likely to be justifiable in situations
where the physical phenomenon, e.g., traffic or weather
condition, changes over a short period of time, or can be dif-
ferent when sampled at slightly different locations, such as
when the contributor is moving.

Furthermore, as stated in Section 2 of this paper, we
assume that contributors are not malicious and do not mis-
behave by intentionally providing low quality data or
attempt to gain unfair payoffs. Dealing with misbehaving
users in participatory sensing is an important topic which
would require a separate study altogether.

8 CONCLUSION

Participatory sensing has so far been regarded as a “best
effort” or “opportunistic” form of sensing that is inferior
to deployed sensors. This paper has quantified the qual-
ity of service of participatory sensing systems whose ser-
vice relies solely on user contributions by proposing the
concept of quality of contributed service. We have taken
a market-based approach whereby each data contributor
is motivated by obtaining a share of consumer payment
from the service provider, according to his contribution
rate and quality, and timeliness of the data; on the other
hand, consumers choose the service consumption rate
based on how well the QCS meets their satisfaction lev-
els. Both contributors and consumers are not altruistic,
but rational, behaving in the manner that maximizes
their respective payoffs or utilities.

Our findings indicate that participatory sensing can be
used for fairly reliable sensing purposes when certain incen-
tives, e.g., monetary, and a market framework are set up. In
future work, we plan to study the effects of dynamic pricing
on the achievable information quality in participatory sens-
ing, as well as analyze the case when user contributions are
in the form of continuous-valued measurements, instead
of the case of binary decisions that has been considered in
this paper.
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